So, here’s the end of the game … Some of you have been involved until the very last moment … but it’s over now, and as you could see, the prize was worth killing your best team partner, and even your husband! ;-) Well, let’s take a moment to come back on some of the most terrific moments of this tragedy … This was three weeks ago, in a far away workshop … some 46 people were designed to be one-day both murderers and victims. Then began a strange paranoia atmosphere; violent crimes happened unexpectedly and no one could do anything against them … except maybe for those of you who, like did Enver, escaped their murderer, and were so prepared against future attempts! For our poor Serdar, it was the opposite: having warned his innocent victim, Emre, that he would shoot him with an apple during the presentations in Aud. 03, and having even precised the hour of the crime, he was stolen his apple by the clever Emre! … But Raphael could eventually take Serdar’s revenge by projecting him some gravel while shaking his hands … never trust even your own colleagues greeting you! Some of you have encountered strange combinations, but many eventually succeeded in performing their crime! Let’s have an ovation for Kostas, Olivier, Eloisa, and all of you that we have not cited! Then, last week, 6 people declared to be alive. We added to them Raphael and Daniela, and the mini-killer could begin among these eight serial killers. Talking about Daniela … Well, if you had the chance to cross her road yesterday, you surely also had the chance to hear her complain against the God that rules death and life here … This unfair God (named Francois among His mortal colleagues) decided that the weapon that Philippe should use to kill Daniela was too difficult to get (ask Julien for details) and so Philippe eventually killed his teammate thanks to Thierry (who doesn’t know it ;-) ). Daniela, who had bought Julien not to provide Philippe his mass destruction weapon and so was sure not to be killed, was not happy at all with this inequity that God Francois imposed with His new weapon choice … :( She could complain to The God among the Gods (i.e. Thierry) but we’re afraid he could not do anything against this cruel injustice :-( Well, congratulations to all of you, and we hope you enjoyed killing each other in this violent and brutal atmosphere ;-) François

Thank You - eNTERFACE’05 -

Tomorrow eNTERFACE’05 will end. As we promised in a previous edition of the Daily News, we wanted you to know all the organizers who worked so hard to transform this beautiful idea into a real and alive workshop. Together, Thierry, Stéphanie, Christophe, Dominique, Céline, Yseult, Burak, Baris, Silvio, Raphaël, Vincent, Nicolas, Francois, Matei and Laurent contributed to eNTERFACE’05. They took care about the working rooms, set up the computers, organised the social events, wrote daily news, killed some of you ;-) … And their work is not yet finished: soon codes and proceedings of each group will be online. Moreover, now they get some experience into organizing the workshop, they will send their feedback for eNTERFACE’06 (a Croatian spy was not useful ;-) ). And we would all want to thank to you for your participation and for letting us live this rich human and scientific experience called eNTERFACE 2005. Last but not least, all the organizers wanted to thank to a mysterious person whose name is written with our bodies ;-) The organizers